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Not very reliable   HB 
Tape I 
1.01 Background: He was born Tybor Rosenberg in 1917 in a small town at the intersection of 

the Polish-Czech border, where the family was leasing a restaurant at the railroad 
crossing.  At age 5 they moved to Preshkow. He had one brother and 3 sisters. He 
describes his parents and grandparents backgrounds both personally and as related to the 
big events of WW I as well as the Russian Revolution. Family atmosphere was 
patriarchal, self-taught, secular yet kept some traditions, and liberal in relation to the 
children. Were respected and active members of their community. 

 
1.30 Cultural trends: [early 30s] He discusses the different cultural-ideological-political 

groups of his background, his own youth movement [Hashomer Hatzair] and some of the 
others; describes the schools and the many languages spoken {Slovak, Czech, Hungarian, 
German], the role of ideology, including communism, his parents attitudes towards anti-
Semitism, Zionism. 

 
1.45 Jewish experiences: Beginning of the Jewish Museum, now in Prague. His Bar-Mitzva 

speech. Patai Josephs book on Zionism. What they knew about events in Germany after 
1933 [refugees, the “Braun Buch’ photos, movies]. 

 
2.06 Ideological confllicts: Describes the division between communism and fascism in his 

society and having to choose; how these ideologies were interwoven with Zionism, 
kibbutz and to religious Yeshivot members.  Describes the youth movement organization 
in detail and names several old-time members of Hashomer Hatzair. 

 
2.34 His own activities after graduation [‘35]: Describes his changing roles in the Movement 

leadership; his moving to different locations until arriving in Bratislava and Munich. 
Describes how all this takes place under the German protectorate of Slovenia and the 
approaching outbreak of war. 

 
2.55 Describes his activities, mostly supplying school programs, as youth movement activist, 

between the years 1939 and 1941. While in training camp [hachshara] he was hoping to 
cross borders on way to Palestine, but was caught and returned to Slovenia. 

 
3.00 Personal/social life: Describes his life during that period, especially as closely 

interwoven with the values, ideology and customs of the youth movement [community 
rather than individualistically oriented], the ‘Judgendkultur’ and typical relationships 
with the youth leaders, which he was, often the only one; the hierarchy and leadership of 
the movement  
[mentions names such as Haviva Reich, Shadmi]. 

 
Tape II 
3.27 Beginning of persecution of Jews: In 1941 the Jewish Codex was published. Describes 

the disbelief of the Jewish population, his unheeded warning; knowledge about the trains 
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in spring of ‘42, taking the youth movement underground, his personal crisis having to 
act alone; relationships with other movements, communists, German spies. 

 
4.05 Some corrections and review of chronology of his activities 1939 to 1942. 
 
4.33 Escapes: Escaped to Budapest on Danube boat: chose to join penal unit in Hungarian 
to 4.43 army [‘42], in July escaped to Koshwitze and from there to Slovenia and Preshkow. Was 

active there in youth movemet, then again to Budapest - all activities relating to arranging 
illegal immigration and escapes for youth members. On March 6, 1944 immigrated to 
Palestine. 

 
4.44 
To 4.43 [?]  Describes relationship with Oscar Neuman, the German Victor Zerniak, his twice 

seeing Eichman.The central place for meeting provided by Slovenia. Compares it to 
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. 

 
4.44 to 4.53 The Sixth Battalion: Describes its composition, regime. He was just a few weeks 

there but describes it also for ‘42 and ‘43. 
 
5.00 to 5.29 and back to 5.04 - at this point erratic time codes, ‘blackouts’ and unclear delivery. 
 
5.04 Continues to describe the battalion, its high command, its army-like existence from 

19940/41 to 1943 [ when it dispersed into labor camps], various civil engineering 
assignments. General Chatlosh[?] was fair - evangelical. 

 
5.11 Center of smuggled information was the house of Hansi Weiss. 
 
5.15 Describes 
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